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After just 90 minutes, the jury in
the sexual battery trial of William
Kennedy Smith found the defendent
-not guilty.
Earlier, Smith _had taken the
William Kennedy Smith took the
stand in his own defense in West
Palm Beach, Fla. Although he appeared tense, he avowed his innocence and declared that his accuser was a seducing "nut."
Circuit Court Judge Mary Lupo
and the prosecutor clashed over
various limitations on crosse)(aminations. Judge Lupo sternly
warned the prosecutor that if she
wasn't clear before on the agreement, in the future, "she will not get
away with it."
The defense twice argued for
mistrials because of questions outside the legally imposed limits.
(See editorial on page 2)
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The latest New Hampshire polls ..
show Governor Bill Clinton well ~~
behind Tsongas and Cuomo. Clinton :
was projected at just five percent of
the vote in the first primary of the
1992 campaign.
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Classes and chapel will meet next Ij
Monday with final exams beginning
Monday night.
'Z;.. - -------'-

Searcy, Arkansas
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Volleyball goes to nationals, p. 11

winds of ch

by Kevin L. Kee
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~ Russian visitor feels

Soviet Defense Minister Yevgeni
Shaposhnikov officially supported
the three Slavic republics who announced earlier this week that they
were forming a commonwealth.
This new formation officially
dissolves the Soviet Union.
Apparently Boris Yeltsin has ~
aJready won support of the Soviet ar- '
my, as Gorbachev, a man no longer ,:'
with a country or an army, appears t';
ready to resign.
~,
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Bisons
beat
Christian
Brothers,

Bison assistant editor

----------------------

Harding University students and guests
recently had the opportunity to experience
first-hand the sweeping changes that have
been occurring in the Soviet Union.
In i~ final program of the year, the
American " Studies Institute presented
Aleksander Akhtyrsky, director general of
the Soviet Union's All-Union Radio Network.
Akhtyrsky grew up in Moscow after
his birth in 1936 at Alma-Ata, the capital of
the Republic of Kazakhstan. He went on to
attend Moscow State University, where he
graduated in 1960 with a major in philology
Chistoricallinguistics). Soon after, he began
his career in radio, starting out as a broadcast editor.
As director general, Akhtyrsky has overseen the development of concepts, models
and structures for radio programming in the
U.S.S.R. He is responsible for coordinating
central and regional radio broadcasts, and
for organizing the exchange of programs
among the republics, the territories and the
regional radio organizations in the U.S.S.R.
It is his responsibility to guide all aspects
of radio programming inside-the S6riet
Union.
Since January 1991, Akhtyrsky has worked
i closely with World Christian Broadcasting
Corporation, a non-profit organization
chartered in 1!176 to teach the Bible to nations
beyond missionary outreach. Charmel One of
the All-Union Radio Network currently airs a
one-hour broadcast of "The Reflection
Hour" across all 11 U.S.S.R. time zones once
a week.
Akhtyrsky said that the ~hanges occurr'
ing in his country have made Christian
broadcasting an even more important element. "This is a critical time for eternal
messages and human relations:' he told a full
Administration Auditorium crowd Tuesday
night with the help of his interpreter, Dr.
Mariana Smrchek. "Russia has long been
a country of rich religious tradition.
However, for the past 70 years, atheistic
religion has ripped the cooperation and unity of our people apart."
Akhtyrsky went on to describe the World ·
Christian Br9adcast Corporation's importance in helping the Russian people regain
some form of unity. "Through World Christian Broadcast, we are trying to help people restore spiritual thinking, bonding and
freedom that has been lost through the
years." He added, "Without spiritual values,
a man is not a man."
In an extensive question and answer
period, Akhtyrsky addressed several different ideas concerning his mother land.
He said he foresees the Soviet Union transforming into a union of individual republics.
"There are 110 nationalities on Russian soil.
We broadcast in 74 different languages.
Understandably, then, many of these different peoples will want to preserve their
original hist-ories and heritages." He use<!
Armenia as an example. ''Armenia has been
aro~d for some 3,000 years alld has deep
historical and cultural roots. It feels a strong
need to preserve its own sovereign national
identity -and heritage."

REPEAT AFTER ME. Aleksander Akhtyrsky, director general of the Swiet Union's AI/-

Union Radio Network, speaks to Harding students and guests Tuesday night at the Administration Auditorium. Dr. Mariana Smrchek, left, interpreted.
changes. His authority brought reforms," he
Akhtyrsky acknowledged that the Soviet
said. "His role in international relations canUnion is in a state of disintegration; He also
not be overestimated. It is great." Akhtyradmitted that soon it would be necessary to
sky acknowledged Gorbachev's decline in
unite, and that the unifying process would
public acceptance and attributed it to changbe long and painful, full of emotional stresses.
ing attitudes and differing opinions.
In reference to a question about
On the other hand Akhtyrsky characteriied
misconceptions between the United States
and the U.S.S.R toward one another, Akhtyr- - Russian President Boris Yeltsin as "very active and radical, a demonstrative leader."
sky replied, "It reminds me of a fable about
Akhtyrsky commented that such radicalism
four blind wise men and an elephant. The
might be good for the U.S.S.R's current
four blind wise men approached an elephant.
situation, but that it might wear out over
The first blind wise man touched the
time. "Our system of government is so
elephant's tail and said, 'Ahh.. .it's a rope.'
tough, so unyielding that it will take a long
The second blind wise man grabbed the
time to fix. A leader must be flexible enough
elephant's leg and said, 'Ahh.. .it's a column.'
to handle the varying situations."
The third blind wise man felt of the
elephant's trunk and said, 'Ahh.. .it's a snake.'
Part of the instability stems from the fact
And the fourth blind wise man rubbed the
that Russians view themselves, in Akhtyrelephant's belly and said, 'Ahh ... .it's a barsky's opinion, very critically. "We respect
rel.'" He concluded, "Sometimes we allow
ourselves as belongi.ng to a nation that proa little detail to determine our conclusions."
duced great art, music, philosophy, etc.
Concerning the apparent failure of MarxHowever, there are many things about our
ist philosophy to work in practiCe, Akhtyrmodern culture and existence that we don't
sky des-cribed.how Marxism was presented
like and that we are not proud of," he inin the educational arena. "It was presented
formed. "Therefore, we are a combination
as the ultimate theory, resolving all"proof respectfulness toward our past and
blems and questions, and leaving nothing
disrespectfuiness toward our present, everyfurther to investigate." He emphasized that
day life. It is probably a result of our lack
the basis of Marxism was the noble dreams
of a common nationality."
of mankind throughout the centuries, wellAkhtyrsky concluded by reflecting on
intended but misdirected. ','Marxism as the- World War II and the Cold War. "World War
ultimate solution turned out to be erroneous.
II was a disaster for all mankind," he said.
Society must have free development and
"It was wonderful that the allies could work
alternate views to be successful."
together to overcome the powers of fascism,
Akhtyrsky credited Soviet President
because, after all, it was a patriotic war
Mikhail Gorbachev with ma'ny of the
against evil."
ehanges occurring over the past year. "He
And the Cold War? "It was time lost for
both countries."
has had a historical role in these current
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Today's European excursions
may be key to tomorrow
Does opera remind you of that "Kill the Wabbit"
Bugs Bunny l.'1lrtoon? Is your closest foreign expenence the last trip you took to Epeot Center? Does
Hunan's constitute foreign cuisine to you? Then. perhaps.
you are facing the same program of many Americans today.
This problem of cullura! aloofness IS often associated
with inhabitaols of the East and West coasts. The
be:;\ cure is a foreign study or travel experience. There
arc many ways to expencm:c Europe, whether through
high school. college" or even laler in life. BUI, even
his doesn't guarantee a better under:.tWlding of Qther
cultures. as some @f the vanous lou~ of Europe include:
America's tour: This traveller will venture from one
Holiday InlllO McDonald's across the cunlinem. con.'ilanl.ly
searching te)r oilier Americans in order to swap stories.
Many in Ihi!> category wiU ernbark upon their fust Euro!Call excursion 10 1992 when Euro-Disney open~ in France.
This is Famous tour. From the Eiffel Tower to the leaning tower of Pisa to the Berlin wall, all the landmarks will
be touched, seen, and filmed (probably using a
camera angle to make it appear as if you are supporting the leaning tower). This package includes
anything remotely famous that will make a great picture.
Find the Inner Me tour. Participants of this tour attempt kI discover their true artistic selves. Many purchase
one-way tickets that cause additional expenses when their
funds deplete and they are forced to return to America
and usually join the ranks of the unemployed. Many on
this trip have foregone the pitfalls of a capitalistic education (interpretatio.m flunked out) and are becoming worldwise by o.smo.sis.
The Ju,st Do It tour. This package is designed to do.
thingS j usllO say you've done them . Excursions include
trips to the Arctic Circle to see Hell, Norway or
to any city in Poland or Ro.mania. Temporarily insane, these visitors will Sk,i the black. slopes of Switzerland.
The art funs will see the Mona Lisa in the Louvre, but
often will mjss the nearby art of we D 'Orsay, a better
museum,
Visiting Europe through a well-designed trip, such as
Harding's Florence program, can be a vital, even necessary
eduoational achievement. If the Florence program is
economically feasible, it should be viewed as a necessary
step to compete ·in a globally integrated world.
- csl
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Controversial rape case not so controversial
For the past week or so, a vicious four-letter word has
been floating across our nation's airwaves and thus has
worked its way into public awareness.
The word to which I refer is "rape," the centerpiece of
the much publicized William Kennedy Smith trial in West
Palm Beach, Fla.
Many feelings are associated with this word thaI bas enmas~ such a stigma over recent years: rear, hate, depressian. denial and on and on the list goes. \1ndoubtedJy, the
pre-trial type has moved many to prejudge the facts and
the participants before the innocent ha~ been proven

guilty.
Tbe alleged victim (whose name has been withheld
throughout the case) sought 10 persuade each of the six
jurors that there wn.~ no. reasonable doubt as to Smith's
aCLiOIlh dunng the early hours of March 30. a relatively

difficult task m cases of dare rape. As in most dale f'dpe
cases, there was neither an eyewitness nor indisputable
physical evidence.
Therefore, the case ends up being a matter of one
testimony against another, With the truth Virtually a matter of the jury's perspective. Not that this is a unique or
unprecedented situation. It happens every day. which brings
me to a question.
Why has this case received so much national publicity
and media attention?
Undoubtedly there are many different opinions as to why
this case stands out above others, but I see two obvious
answers.
One, look at who the accused is: a Kennedy. With such
a famous (and infamous) history behind his name, bow
could the nephew ofThddy Kennedy avoid a major media
exploitation7 Besides, we as a nation are sti1l in love with
his other uncles (John and Ro.bert), so. we are going to
willfully mourn the family's decline every chance we get,
right? Well ...
Two, acquaintance rape has become such a sensitive issue
that it needed some kind of national exposure to burn itself
into the flesh of our sexually permissive society. The opportunity arose to include a prestjgiou:i family and a national figure (Senator Ted), so it was naturaUy a case that
would grab immediate attention, both by the legitimate
media and the tabloid trash.
Okay, so both are legitimate answers, but do they ex·
plain why this case, aside from the people involved, stands
out from the dozens of others that have been brought to
trial throughout the years? I contend that it does not. In
fact, I feel that it just makes the date rape situation even
more difficult to handle.
I had several opportunities to watch the trial on CNN
and found myself rooting for the young Smith. Before I
am accused of being sexist and biased, allow me to point
out that the prosecution appeared to be grasping for straws

the entire trial. In fact, Judge Mary Lupo dismissed twe
consequent moves for a mistrial by defense attorney Roy
"The Professor" Black after lead prosecutor Moira Lasch
showed considerable laclc of professionalism and poise by
pursuing two separate lines of questioning requiring Smith
to comment on and to make conclusions about other
witnesses' and non-witnesses' testimonies and opinions.
Lasch received two obvious tongue lashings from Lupo, virlUally leaving the former to resume a weak circle of questioning based on time disputes and situations that had been
addressed several times before.
In my view. the case was over when Lasch could nOI
break Smith's composure in the eyes o.f the jury. I'm sure,
100, that the defense was firirly confident with the way his
testimony wenl, because they barely even sniffed at subsequent .... imesses.
The legal system in the Ulliled Slates require!> that lhe
stale prove beyond rUlso.nable doubt that the accused it;
guiltY. A pcr;on is a1so protecred 1:r.i the U.S. Constitution In
lluu he is considered innocent until proven guihy.
The legal maneuverings in the West Palm Beach courtroom have not, in my opinion, proven anything except that
the nattlre of the alleged crime is irulefmite and open to
two differing testimonies. fm sad to say thllt both participanLS in Ibis Inal were victims. in that the case. like
many other stmilar ones. was open to opinion and unclear
occurrences.
So, what have we as a nation gained from all of the
publicity and hype surrounding the Willlam Kennedy
Smith case? Only Ibe securi ty in knowing thal our legal
system has maintained ilS integrity by giving a fair trial
to a United Slates citizen. That's all. Nothing else.
- KLK

Quotes to think about:
Lots of folks confuse bad management
with destiny.
KIN HUBBARD
Never keep up with the Joneses.
Drag them down to your level.
It's cheaper.
QUENTIN CRISP
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Friendships provide love,
trust, loyalty, appreciation
"Friendships are funny things. The good ones are way
beyond price, but so easily taken for granted. Maybe it's
because they seem so sturdy that we sometimes forget the
importance of constantly cultivating them. Of all the trees
God plants beside His servants, few are as irreplaceable
as good friends ... like Jonathon, the best one David ever
had. Loyal. Dependable. Maybe Samuel Taylor Coleridge
was thinking of him when he wrote, 'Friendship is a
sheltering tree,' Beneath whose branches are you refreshed? Or who rests beneath yours? Are you busy cultivating
these trees? Or maybe you need to plant a few. Growing
them takes time, you know. But think how much you will
appreciate them when the heat rises and the winds begin
to blow."
I found this quotation in one of myoid calendars that
I've saved through the years. Reading it again the other
day made me realize that the major factor that helped me
enjoy college so much was my friends.
i have a friend who means so much to me that I wonder
at times how I got along without my friend. My friend
is the type of person who loves unconditonally and forgives
easily. I can't even imagine my friend ever hating anyone.
My friend sees the good in everybody. I can be talking
so bad about a person I don't particularly care for, and
my friend will say something to defend that person. And
my friend doesn't have to say anything at times, because
I am encouraged just being around my friend. My friend
holds every characteristic that I long to have. Compassion.
Truthfulness. Endurance. Unending generosity. Unconditional love. Unending forgiveness.
My friend's name is Jesus and I met Him on August
14, 1981. Ever since then I have been cultivating my friendship. At times I forget but because He is such a good
friend, He gives me a nudge to let me know, so I won't
let the friendship die. As the song says, "What a Friend
we have in Jesus."
So, that is what I use as a comforting tool for when I
leave my friends behind, as I pursue my dreams and goals
outside of Searcy, Ark., and outside of Harding University. Boy, I'm sure glad my most powerful "Friend" is going along. Like I said before, I don't think, no, I know,
that I couldn't make it· without Him.
- Carmelita Bandy

JAIl I want for Christmas
by Jan Bonds and Michael Johnson
Bison staff writers

The time has come once again for
that most popular question - "What
do you want for Christmas'?"
With Christmas time just around
the corner, Harding students look forward to the end of finals week, and a
two-week vacation away from school.
Some will travel home to be with
families, some will work and others
will go on vacations or ski trips.
Whatever the activity, most everyone
looks forward to Christmas Day.
However, along with all those great
gifts people get each year, comes
those "not-so-great" gifts usually
given by grandmas and aunts. Here
are what several students want for
Christmas this year, as well as some
of the worst presents they've ever
gotten:
Shay Wright, Soph., Shreveport, La.
want: forklift
worst: sewer hockey
Jimmy Hadnot, Senior, Jasper, Texas
want: the new Prince C.D.
worst: a purple sweater
April Booth, Freshman, Troy, Ala.
want: television
worst: gift certificate to Itza Pizza
Scott Tenery, Senior, Omaha, Neb.
want: new car
worst: schedule planner
Chris Randolph, Senior, San Angelo,
Texas
want: dress watch
worst: a box of my brother's old
underwear
Willie Martin, Junior, Lawton, Okla.
want: "Something that I want but I
know I won't get is a new car."
worst: underwear
Scott Busby, Sophomore, Vancleave,
Miss.
want: "I want for our whole family
to be happy in Colorado while
we're on our ski trip. The ski
trip is going to be Christmas
this year."
worst: "The worst gifts were those
that my grandma forgot she
gave me.

Tara's Gold
106 N. Spring

Downtown Searcy

Jennifer George, Freshman, Albuquerque, N.M.
want: camera
worst: "The worst gift I've ever gotten were some drapes my
mother got me. They were
really cool drapes, but I
wanted clothes."
Mikki
Hagood,
Sophomore,
. Cookeville, Tenn.
want: "No more projects!"
worst: underwear
Jason French, Sophomore, Monticello, Ark.
want: "I want my two front teeth."
worst: full length spandex suit
Tracy Halbert, Freshman, Longmont,
Col.
want: leather coat
worst: knitted hat
Damon Littlejohn, Sophomore,
Westminister, Col.
want: golf bag
worst: suede coat
Tom Ed Simmons, Junior, Malvern,
Ark.
want: "I want to have my own column in the Bison."
worst: socks with stuff on the bottom
Melissa Plummer, Junior, Searcy,
Ark.
want: Chevy blazer
worst: bag of switches
Jenny Wilkinson, Sophomore,
Houston, Texas
want: "I want my hair to be all one
length."
worst: green and yellow turtleneck
sweater
Farah Mackey, Sophomore, Searcy,
Ark.
want: "I want my hair to look just
like Jenny Wilkinson's."
certificate
from
worst: gift
McDonald's
Kevin Wells, Junior, Benton, Ark.
want: clothes
worst: "The worst thing I've ever
gotten was an awful shirt my
mom got me when I was
about eight or nine years old.
It looked kind of like a 50's
shirt, and people made fun of
me."
Jeremy Lamb, Freshman, Hickory
Ridge, Ark.
want: "I want my hair back."
worst: Brut 33 cologne
Dave Wilkinson, Sophomore, Kokomo,
Ind.
want: a new watch and CD's
worst: "One Christmas I wanted a
plastic stretch man, and my
mom got me a Superman doll
instead. I hated Superman."
Amy Johnson, Senior, Benton, Ark.
want: "All I want is Harry Connick,
Jr.'s newest tape, and by
January a car to play it in."
worst: "The worst gifts were from
my friend who always gave
me little, useless, plastic
boxes. I once got one filled
with stinking bath oil beads."
Todd Stewart, Sophomore, Garland,
Texas
want: "All I want for Christmas is a
VCR, a new car, a girlfriend,
Eternity cologne for men and
anything else Santa can fit
down the chimney."
worst: "The worst Christmas gift I
ever got was a jar of popcorn
kernels."
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Diane Peeples, Junior, Richmond Hill,
Ga.
want: "For Christmas I want to get
an "A" in federal tax class,
money to fix my car and a
puppy."
worst: "The worst gifts were two oldmaid looking dresses that I
hated because they made me
look fat."
Chris Carter, Sophomore, Grand
Blanc, Mich.
want: "I want the Wolverines to win
the Rose Bowl, money and a
new computer."
worst: a peach sweatshirt with a
flower print on it.
Tim Wells, Sophomore, San Antonio,
Texas
want: "I want enough money to go
skiing after Christmas."
worst: "My aunt always gives us the
worst Christmas presents.
She always gives me clothes
that are too small and that are
made of bright funky-looking
colors. She always mails the
gifts to us, so we never have to
be there to hurt her feelings."
Brian Bequette, Junior, Russellville,
Ark.
want: "I want enough money to pay
for school."
worst: gift certificates to Wal-Mart's
snack bar
Leah Mangrum,
Sophomore,
McComb, Miss.
want: "I want a new car without
shoe polish on the windows."
worst: getting nothing
Josh Cooper, Sophomore, Lascassas,
Tenn.
want: a car
worst: "The worst gift was a huge
collared felt shirt that my
grandma got me."
Jay Shipman, Senior, Shreveport, La.
want: "I want to live in an apartment before I'm a fifth year
senior or 23!"
worst: hedge clippers
David Marks, Freshman, Queenscliff,
Australia
.
want: plane ticket
worst: The worst gift was when I got
a hamster andjt died the next
day."
Sarah Harper, Senior, Allenville, Ky.
want: "I want to pass computer
class."
worst: red and black outfit
Dave Jacobs, Junior, Covina, Cal.
want: "I want some new clothes,
new CD's and a new watch."
worst: "I once got a used yo-yo with
a dirty string in the third
grade."
JUlie Windham, Junior, Sugarland,
Texas
want: "I want to pay my phone bill,
because it is larger than my
checking account balance."
worst: "When I was in Brownies, I
got green socks."
Kirk Hollis, Junior, Ruston, La.
want: lifetime supply of Skippy
peanut butter
worst: construction helmet from my
aunt
Natasha Traisci, Freshman, New
Fairfield, Conn.
want: a trip to Connecticut
worst: glove socks
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Teacher evaluation seen by students
as a way to express thoughts, opinions
by Michael Johnson
Bison staff writer

FA LA LA LA LA. Members of the student-written musical "Christmas Wishes" carol onstage
during the show. This is the second year the musical has been performed.

Student produced -play, 'Christmas Wishes,'
makes its second premiere with new faces
by Carolyn Holmes
Bison staff writer

It all began as a dare.
"Don't laugh," Chuck Roe had said as he
voiced his idea. "Let's write a musical"
At the other end of the line, Sheryl Hertter laughed.
Nevertheless, it wasn't long before Roe
was scrawling lines and Hertter was
creaUng musical scores. And when it all
came together on that final, magical momenL last year. " Christmas Wishes" was
born.
Although the original version of
"Christmas Wishes" was performed at Harding last year, a thoroughly-revised edition
by a new cast was presented in four performances last weekend. The rewritten show
was also performed last month at a college
theater festival in Clarksville, Ark., as a
"work in progress."
Roe and Hertter rewrote the play after last
year's performance assisted · by Robin
Miller, assistant professor of communication. In the new verson, which is "much different and mueh better," according to Roe,
the songs are similar to those in the original
script with many of them largely rewritten
and some brand new. Although the

~
-----

characters are the same, lheir personalities
have changed in some respects. The plot is
the same as it was before the. rewrite, but
only aboutlO percent of the original lines remain in the script.
" I think it's been a good change, and it's
definitely been a learning experience," Hertter said.
Besides changes in the scrjpt, a host of
new actors played the tales this year, the orchestration was changed and the show was
directed primarily by Miller and Dr. Morris Ellis, professor of communication.
The performances of " Ottristmas Wishes"
are over, but Roe and Hertler are hopeful
that the story will live on. Currently, it is
entered in the 'Michael Ranin Playwriting
Awards Program and is being considered for
both the Lorraine Hansberry Playwriting
Award and the National Student Playwriting
Award.
"We p.lan to sell the play and gel it published,' Roe sa id. "but where we go beyond
that will depend on other circumstances."
Roe's and Hertter's "dare" is no longer a
Ja ughing matter. By weaving just the right
amo unt of r eality, -comedy and the
Christmas s pirit together,they created a
unique hoJjday story that may weD live on
for many Christmases to come.
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Students get ·a chance only once a
semester to really comment on the teachers
they have for class.
Some students bave specific opInions
abouL their teachers around campus. good
and bad. For the past few weeks. students
have had the opportunUy to evaluate their
teachers and to comment on what they liked
and what they did not like about their
classes. But what do Ute teachers think
about this process?
This process of letting students evaluate
their teachers bas been going on for over 20
yeal"S, according to Dr. Neale Pryor. Dr.
Pryor hopes that the teachers wiD look at tbe
evaluations and improve their teaching
methods. "I would like the teachers to pay
more attention to the comments and to learn
[rom Lhem."
Some students fear that the teachers will
get the forms before grades &..'e handed out,
and that one teacher mar recognize the
handwriting and give them a bad grade lor
their comments. Some students even change
lhe hand they write with to disguise their
identity. Dr. Pryor assures those students not
to worry because the forms are not sent to the
teachers until after the semester.
So, what do teachers think about the student evaluations?
Mark Elrod, professor of politi~ence,
sees the evaluations as necessary but thinks
they should not be taken too seriously.
un is important, but the students are only
around the teacher for three hours a week
and not all students can be objective. As
teachers, we are also evaluated on out-ofclass activities."
He adds, "When I look at the evaluations.
J look at how clear they think I am discussIng class material, how fair I am in the way
I grade or deal with them in certain sitU8tiol,lS, a nd overall how they enjoyed the
course."
Elrod does admit he has made changes
based on evaluations, but believes the
evaluations are. good but not perfect in

grading t.eachers' performances.
Dr. Lou Bulterfield. communications proCessox; thinks the evaluations are neal.
"Until I read mine, I think they are
wonderful," be jokes. "Overall I think the
evaluations are good but not foolproof.
SOmetimes the better teachers are the ones
that give harder assignments and are
evaluated tougher by students than a
teacher thal is easy. So the easy teacher gets
the better evaluation."
Dr. Butterfield pays attention to the comments. but only if a number of students have
the same lhoughts.
•lIn a big class you have to take out the extremes. Some students think you are the best
teacher in the world and some think you are
the scum of the earth. So you really have to
'take those out to get a real feel for your
teaching effectiveness."
Dr. James Ferguson. marketing professor,
feels that there are some situations lhaL
might affect a leacher 's evaluation. "If the
teacher is new, he may not have his teaching
plan right yet and should use the comments
to help further develop his plan. U the
teacher is Leaching a variety of courses, be
may not be as familiar in o~e subject as he
is in another: Most teachers who teach one
subject gel better evaluations than those
that teach a variety of subjects.
Another important consideration is the
class size. " In a large class, a teacher cannot get to know the students on a personal
basis and thus may affect.his evaluations
compared to his teachingln a small class,"
Ferguson said .
Teachers are also eva.l uated on other
criteria. They are evaluated by the chairma n of their respective deparbnents and
they also evaluate themselves.
Dr. Pryor feels the students are the best
evaluators of teachers.
"Contrary to popular belief, I feel that tiJe
/!tudents do not evaluate on popular ity. I
think students say they like a teacher who
is not as popular as others. I have a
great deal of confid.e nce in the student
evaJuation."
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Students enjoy campus lights but are
concerned about keeping lights on all day
by Ashley Cosby
Bison staff writer

I'D LIKE TO TEACH THE WORLD m SING. Seniors David and Lisa Cunningham
celebrate the official lighting of the campus on the front lawn.

LET THE ARMY RESERVE
PAY YOUR STUDENT LOAN.

There didn't seem to be any bah-humbugging Scrooges or Christmas-stealing
Grinches in the crowd at last week's
candlelighting ceremony. And even though
a few over-eager pyromaniacs made a
scene, most enjoyed the ceremony in the
traditional holiday manner. The Christmas
festivities began successfully; however,
there was a bit of discontent intermingled
with the festive holiday show.
EVeryone gathered in front of the giant
Christmas tree Wednesday night, combatting the cold night air with warm cocoa and
hot apple cider provided by the S.I ""hen,
before the lights came on, students their
own candles and gathered around the tree
to sing Christmas carols. One group of
students decided to be a bit more daring. Instead of lighting wax candles, a few of them
used a lighter and a can of hairspray, to
create a homemade torch. Several students
near the group were concerned about the
danger. Laura MacFarland said, "I could
just see the can exploding. I was glad there
was an ambulance nearby."
The group dispersed after the fuel supply
was _exhausted and luckily no one was injured. Everyone continued carolling and
visiting with friends.
Ip the midst of the singing, a shout rang
out as all of the lights came on. The giant
evergreen tree was swathed in multi-colored
lights. With the trees, the bell tower and
campus buildings covered in lights plus the
snowflake suspended in front of the Ad-

Reflections on Thanksgiving
by Andrea Winget
Bison staff writer

Thanksgiving 1991 is now only a
memory.
The entire week spent away from school
brought some much needed rest from busy
~chedules here at Harding. It gave everyone
a chance to catch up on all those end-()f-theyear projects, term papers and study time
for those approaching finals.
Thanksgiving day was spent sitting down
to dinner with family and friends, eating
large portions of turkey and pumpkin pie,
visiting with long"lost relatives, watching
football, looking at picture albums, watching
football, playing board games and, yes,
watching more football.
.
How did students actually spend their
Thanksgiving holiday?

A nearby Army Reserve unit needs bright
people to train in certain specialized skills.
In return, were willing to help payoff a
qualified student loan - up to $20,000. You
could also qualify for another $18,000 for
college expenses-allfor part-time service,
usually one weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training.
Think about it. Then think
about us. Then call.
Staff Sergeant Charles Sontag
509 East Race Street Suite 3
268-9859/9850

BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

ARMY RESERVE

ministration Building, the front lawn looked
picture-postcard perfect. Students considered the effect impressive. "I'm so glad
to see the S.A. making our campus look so
festive," said Angie Treat.
Since the ceremony, the campus has been
lit up each evening, many times before dusk.
And although they enjoy the lights, some
students consider the amount of energy being u. • wasteful. "The ceremony was fun
and I
Jy seeing the lights at night. But
I don'l -e the point in the lights being left
on dUJ ~ the day when there are signs
hangin; up asking everyone to conserve
electriCity," said Molly Powell.
'Jennifer Wood added, "It was a great
night. Everyone present enjoyed
themselves. However, I'm a little concerned
about the lights being left on all afternoon
and night." Marsha Osborne also said that
it was "ironic" that there were signs advocating conserving electricity in the student center, while the lights on the front lawn
were on throughout the night. "A little bit of
consistency would be good," she said.
The S.A. has given the campus a festive,
holiday look. Students enjoyed the lighting
ceremony and continue to appreciate the
added lights around campus. But they would
like to see a decrease in the amount of time
the lights are on, specifically during the early afternoon and morning hours. Such a
change would support the goal to take pride
in Harding's campus, while contributing as
well to environmental awareness, an idea
much in keeping with the true spirit of
Christmas.

"I went to see a couple of movies during
the week (two thumbs up for 'Beauty and the
Beast'). Thanksgiving dinner was at my
grandmother's and I got to visit with
members of my family. I was also reunited
with an old friend."
John H. Spivey
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
"I had the best intentions to catch up on
classes, but I did absolutely nothing."
Jeannette Picklesimer
Volga, Ky.
"I went to my husband's grandparents'
house and spent the day there. We spent the
rest of the weekend with my family. We had
a really good time."
Gwendolyn Lane
Searcy, Ark.
"I caught up on much needed sleep and
relaxed at home watching movies. I spent
Thanksgiving day with my family eating a
wonderful homemade turkey dinner with all
the trimmings."
Sheila Pate
Ft. Worth. Texas

• ••

"My original intentions were to study, but
I ended up working a few days and just doing nothing all the rest of the time."
Jason Hewitt
Irving, Texas
"I had my wisdom teeth taken out at the
beginning of the week, had somewhat of a
Thanksgiving dinner and slept a lot."
Stephanie Johnson
Hot Springs, Ark.
"My husband and I (along with our
families) went to Heber Springs to a condominium and stayed there through the
Thanksgiving holidays. We had a great
time."
Melody ·Ransom
Searcy, Ark.
"Homework! "
Brenda Uiwrenson
Monroe, Ui.
"Slept, ate and did nothing!"
Bob Higbee
Harrison, Ohio
"I had two Thanksgiving lunches and two
dinners because both my fiance'S mom and
my mom wanted us to eat with them. Then
each set of grandparents."
Lori Rose
,
Beebe, Ark.
"I slept and ate turkey!" .
Mistee Kerley
Hobbs, N.M.
"I brought home a lot of books and really
didn't do anything."
Leann Morrow
Selma, Ala.
Everyone seemed to have a really great
Thanksgiving break. Hopefully, we have all
come back fully rested and ready to finish
this semester with a bang. No doubt, I'm sure
everyone is looking past final projects and
final examinations to the day when they can
return home to be with family and friends
for the Christmas holidays.
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Circle K takes on Project: Yugoslavia
by Melanie Johnson
Bison staff writer

It's that time of year again - when
evergreen trees are no longer relegated to
the outdoors and are instead given places of
honor in houses, when the stores are full of
customers shopping for that special gift for
that certain someone, when family and
home and tradition seem to take on even
more meaning, when caring and sharing for
at least a short while become a national
pastime.
It's Christmas time - well, almost. But
while looking for those last few items on the
shopping list, it might be a good idea to
remember those who will be celebrating
Christmas in a very different way this year
- the people of Yugoslavia. Since the summer months wben the fighting broke out, the
world has witnessed yet again the hon'or of
war and the havoc it wreaks on the lives of
citizens. Thousands of refugees have lost
their homes and many have lost their lives
to the fighting that is presently going on betWeen the provinces oC-Yugos!avia.
The trouble began when Slovenia and then
Ctoatia. provinces in Yugoslavia. decided in

HUF students heading
home with fond memories
by Renee Webb
Florence, Italy

Well, our time here at HUF has come to an
end.
We have taken our last free travel during
the semester and are now frantically trying
to prepare for exams. By the time you read
this, we will be traveling on our own, and
some of us will even be hOl1!e again.
For us, this week is a time of reflection.
All the travels we have taken, all the market
trips we have made, all the crazy times here
in the villa come flooding back through tearstained cheeks and bitter-sweet smiles. .
When we all loaded that bus on the morning of Sept. 10, none of us had any idea of
the priceless experiences we would share
with one another and the close friendships
that would result.
No one thought that the boat ride to
Greece would take us through a storm that
would leave several of us groaning on the
cabin floor together - an experience at
which we can now laugh.
We had no idea of the talented voices that
were coming that would make each worship
service beautiful and provide us with .so
much entertainment.
No one knew that the olives would be ripe
in mid-November which would provide us
with an excuse for an olive-picking party and competition - one Saturday.
We didn't know the villa had a fireplace
that would allow us, several times, to sit cozily by the warm flames after a long day.
We had no idea that half of us would be sitting in St. Peter's Square for two hours one
evening singing everything from the Beatles
to Sting with two Italian guys.
No one knew of a little town called San
Gemignano and that we would all be there
one day, entranced by the little shops, narrow streets and incrediblevie'W of the valley
below.
We had no idea how much we would love
the pasta at the villa and how much we would
hate the walk up the hill to the villa,
HUF has held more wonderful surprises
for us than any of us ever would have imagined. The things we have learned about
ourselves, eacb other and other cultures is
something we will cherish for the rest of our
lives. While we are sad that HUF i~ ending,
we are anxious for others to come and grow
and create their own memories as well.

June to declare their independence. The province of Serbia, which at the time controlled
the preside.ncy and was attempting to
legislate a majority of the control of the
country into their political hands, in an attempt to keep Slovenia and, Croatia united
and to hold the country together, sent in
troops, beginning the oivil war that is still
going on today. When they attempted to gain
their independence, Croatia and Slovenia
found themseJV'es involved in fig!Jting that
has resulted in a difficult and dangerous
period.

mised by the United Nations will be able to
help. Further reason for optimism w:il1 be
had,if ~ and Australia follow through
with their indicated plans of recognizing
Croatia and Slovenia's independence.
The church in Zagareb, when Valpotic was
there, consisted o.f about 30 members. The
church has been ove:rrun with refu~ees and
others who have lost loved ones, homes and
their belongings due to the war. They have
attempted to house the refugees in
members' houses, and they seem to have

So far, Project: Yugoslavia has collected approximately
$3,000 from students and faculty to send to Zagareb, and
they have also arranged for $1,000 in medical supplies to
be sent over.
The political problems aside, the civil war
that is going on has taken the homes and
livelihood of many Yugoslavians, not tQmention many of their lives. The church has
found itself swamped by the tremendous
need that the fighting bas created, and a new
club on campus decided to try and help
alleviate some of their burden.
Circle K, formed this fall, undertook as
their first major endeavor Project:
Yugoslavia. The plan was to make the
students aware of the problems and the
needs in Yugoslavia and to take up a collection to send to the church in Zagareb, the
capital of Croatia.
The student body was first made aware of
Project: Yugoslavia in chapel on Tuesday,
Dec. 3. Assembly that day consisted of announcements by Monica Chapman, the Circle Kmember in charge of heading up Project: Yugos1avia. as well as a statem.enUrom
Drazenka Valpooc, a IDlrding student from
Zagareb, the capital of Croatia. Valpotic was
able to provide the students with a personal
account of the fear and .hardship that come
with war. For four weeks she was unable to
contact her family in Zagareb, and she still
has difficulty getting through at times.
Valpotic has been in the United States
since the beginning of the year, when she
came over to attend Oklahoma Christian
College. She tr.ansferred to Harding to major in nursing and prese.ntly she plans to
return to Europe in the future and work for
Eastern Eur0J?e8DMissions,
Before leavmg her home in January,
Valpotic saw no signs of the coming trouble.
According tobeIj things seemed " very optimistic. We .didrrt expect war." The first she
knew of the fighting came from news
reports, and shehas been carefully keeping
up with the situa.tion through telecasts and
articles in the media.
Although nothing has improved in
Yugoslavia at the moment, she is hopeful
that the peacekeepers that have been pro-

Atlantic Ocean Living
Nanny/child care positions available.
Full-time live-in status with family in
Boston area. Includes room and
board, automobile and insurance.
Salary range from $150-$300 per
week. Great way to experience
Boston families, culture, history, and
beaches. Call or write:
The Helping Hand
#1 West SI.
Beverly Farms, MA 01915
(508) 922-0526

gI'OWr,I together in their determination to pro-

vide help for those in need.
In Zagareb itself, at least three main
buildings have been bombed and., of those, at
least one was completely leveled._As bad as
the destruction is, accordiog to Valpotic,
" the worst part is the economy. Prices are
very high and salaries are very low: And
now, the government has taken all foreign
money from the bankS."
So far, Project: Yugoslavia has collected
apprOXimately $3,000 from students and
faculty to send to Zagareb, and they have
also arranged [or $1,000 in medical supplies
to be sent over. The aid will be sent to
Mladen Jovanovic, the preacber at the
church in Zagareb, who was reached by
phone during last Tuesday's chapel.
Zagareb, which has a population of approximately one million, one of only four
churches that exist in the country. The
churcb teaches English classes using the Bible in an attempt to reach people, but right
now, with the great number of refugees, they
have been given an enormous responsibility as well as a goillen opportunity to help
lhose in need.
Students and faculty at Harding have
also bee.n given the chance to make a difference in their lives and other wtiv'ersit.ies
may soon do ~ too. Circle K may use Pr0ject: Yugoslavia as a catalyst to garner aid
from other schools as well.

College Bowl Team
ready for competition
by Sherry R. Bryant
Bison staff writer

The teams are in their positions and it
looks like there could be some tough competition tonight. Is this a setting for yet
another football bowl game? No. This
could be Harding's College Bowl varsity
team at their Region 12 tournament to be
held next semester in Houston, Texas.
This past Nov, ll, 12 and 18, nearly 70
students (making up 16 teams) gathered
on campus to compete at the intramural
College Bowl tournament. These
matches decided the varsity team
members. Of the 16 teams that competed
in these double-elimination matches, the
9anis Lupus team came out on top.
George Pitcher of Portland, Ore, Kevin
West of Searcy, Ark., Andrew Craven of
Hibbing, Minn. , and Stephanie Craven of
Thmpa, Fla., made up Canis Lupus and
they form half of the College BOWl team
that will represent Harding Feb. 28
through March 1 at the Region 12 tournament at the University of Houston.
The top scoring players from the other
teams make up the other halfof this varsity group. They are Paul Reaves of
.Hillsboro. Texas, Brice CarIeli of
Springdale, Ark., Ben Wiles of Brentwood. Tenn., and Mark Vaughn of Burlington, N.C. West and Carrell are the
veterans of the College Bowl varsity
team.
In looking at the intramural match and
the competition ahead, Dr. Dennis Organ,
one coach of the varsity team, seemed
confident when he said, "The play in the
intramural tournament was quite
strong." Harding's team will be going up
against groups from Arkansas, wuisiana
and Texas in Region 12.
According to Dr. Organ, College Bowl
is actually a national organization that
writes, copywrites and sells questions for
these competitions. Competing schools,
like Harding, buy packet,s from College
Bowl through already budgeted money.
Packets, such as these, will be used
next semester when the group gets
together to practice "about once a week,"
Dr. Organsaid. "The team does not meet
.together more often because it is hard to
find a meeting time."
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Indoor track warms up;
set to begin Jan. 25
by Craig Hanson
Bison sports writer

Coached by Bryan Phillips, the Biso~ indoor track season begins Jan. 25 at
Jonesboro. The squad has three regular
meets scheduled.
The National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics District 17-Championships, which Harding will host, is planned
for Feb. 15. Those athletes who qualify will
advance to the Nationals, held in Kansas City on March 6 and 7. At this level, they will
be competing for the top six spots in their
events, to become All-American.
Approximately 30 men and 20 women
make up the Bison squads. The meets include all regular track and field event').
Harding has been successful in the past,
boasting three All-Americans last year.
"I have a nara ume glvmg my expectations for the season, but we have several of
our strong team members from last year
returning. They should do well again this
year," said Coach Phillips.
On the women's side, Shauna Queen and
Kelsie Hutchison, who finished first and second, respectively, at the District 17 cross
country championship, are expected to lead
the team.
According to Shawn Humphry, who competes in the high hurdles and long jump, the
men are favored heavily to take the conference. "We have a good chance of winning
the conference title in all three running
sports. We won the cross country championship; now if we can just give the kind of
track - indoor and outdoor - performance
that we're capable of, I think we will have
something to really be proud of.

Basketball team wins one over break
by Archie Shelton
Bison sports writer

The Bison basketball team picked up a
win and a loss as they traveled to Missouri
Southern for a couple of games during
Thanksgiving break.
In the first game, the Bisons suffered a
defeat to NCAA Division II Missouri
Southern by a score of 88-66. "We didn't
shoot the ball well at Missouri Southern,"
said Coach Nicky Boyd. Morris Williams led
the game with 15 points while Sigmund
Donelson contributed 10 points and seven rebounds. The Bisons claimed a victory in
their second game at Missouri Southern by
beating Ozark Christian 91-55.
Harding also suffered a defeat at the
hands of Christian Brothers in Memphis,
Tenn., by a score of 102-83. "We played a
great first half, but we ran out of gas in the
second half," said Boyd. "I felt like we could
have beat them most nights." Leadirig the
Bisons in scoring was Ronnie Brothers with
21 points, while Thomas Nesbitt added 16.
Jason Parker came off the bench to score
15 points.
Despite two new losses, Coach Boyd
seemed pleased with the progress of his
team. "I'm pretty happy with what's going
on," said Boyd. "We are playing well defensively and I think it's just a matter of time
before our offense will come around. We are
also rebounding better than I thought we
would."

All-Ale announced;
19 players awarded
by Bobby Moore
Bison sports writer
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Recently 10 football players were "n amed
to the All-AIC team.
Three Harding defensive players made
the first team. Matt Thompson, a senior
from Huntsville, Ala., was named to the fll'St
team as a lineman. John Newby, a
sophomore from Canton, Texas, was named
to the first team as a defensive back. Patrick
Gill, Hallsville, Texas, was elected to the fll'St
team unanimously.
"
The second team offense was controlled
by the Harding Bisons. Out of 15 'p1a,Y'e~ announced to the team, seven were Harding
players. Sixof the players were seniors and
one was a sophomore.
Ron Sparkman from Nashville, Tenn.,
made the second team as a wide receiver.
The two linemen selected were Chico Ford
from Sikeston, Mo., and lance Proctor from
Plano, Texas. Tad Niblett, Phenix City, Ala.,
was the second team quarterback selection.
Darrell Biggers from Augusta, Ark., used
his sidestepping skills to make a: big step onto the team, Mark Thomas from Crowley,
Texas, was chosen for his punting skills.
Denarius Robinson, Houston, Texas, earned
a second team nomination as a punt returner.
Nine other players received Honorable
Mention.

270 J E. Race, Searcy
268-4937
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COUNT IT. Senior David Collins, 40, from Valley Springs, Ark., lays in two points. The

men's basketball team defeated Arkansal1 Baptist in early season action.

Volleyball team wins District playoffs
but comes short of winning Nationals
by Laurence Kaasa
Bison sports writer

In the NAIA, there are 439 schools. Three
hundred and thirty of these schools are active in lady's volleyball. Twenty of these 330
teams make it to the- NAIA National
Volleyball Championships. The lady Bisons
were one of these teams.
With the defeat of Southern Arkansas
University, the J.ady Bisons completed the
frst leg of the NAIA National Playoff circuit.
The next level of play is referred to as ByDistrict. This level consists of the best two
teams from Arkansas (District 16) and
Missouri (District 17). The state in which
this game is to be played alternates between
Arkansas and Missouri each year.
This year the game was played in Kansas
City, Mo., on Saturday, Nov. 23. The lady
Bisons' opponent .in this match was
Rockhurst College from Kansas City. This
was "absolutely one of the best matches all
year," said Coach Katyl B~iley about the
lady Bisons' performance. The lady Bisons
defeated Rockhurst in three straight games.
"Susan Humphry played a very fine game.
Tammy Kodatt and Kathleen Baashum

made the difference blocking, shutting down
much of Rockhurst's offense unit. Amy
Deuel contributed a lot to this match with
16 kill shots."
From Kansas City the lady Bisons
travelled to Hays, Kans., to play in the
coveted NAIA National Volleyball Championships. The championship games began
on Thursday, Dec. 6, and continued until
Saturday, Dec. 7. This year's championship
consisted of 20 teams. These 20 teams were
divided into four pools, each containing five
teams. Each team in this pool played the
other four teams. Teams in the lady Bisons'
pool were North Florida, BYU of Hawaii and
Southwest of Texas. The lady Bisons ended
up losing three and winning one. This win
came against North Florida.
Although the lady Bisons lost these
matches at nationals, they had an incredible season. They won several tournaments
and had two players, Tammy Kodatt and
Susan Humphry, named all-conference and
all-district. They also entered the NAIA National Volleyball Championships for the first
time in history and placed 13th overall. Not
bad for a: seasori set aside for "rebuilding."
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Itza Pizza wishes you and yours a
safe and happy holiday season.

1--------------,

Freezin's Greetings

I Treat Yourself Right
I
I . at the College Inn.
I
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When Thste Matters
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Give yourself a gift
this season. The
delicious taste of
Colombo Frozen
Yogurt.
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